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Sample data used for comparisons
DaMiRseq package includes sample data derived from the Genotype-Tissue Expression (GTEx) RNA-Seq database (dbGap Study Accession: phs000424.v6.p1) [1] . Briefly, GTEx project includes the mRNA sequencing data of 53 tissues from 544 postmortem donors, using 76 bp paired-end technique on Illumina HiSeq 2000. Overall, 8555 samples were analyzed. We extracted data and some additional sample information (i.e. sex, age, collection center and death classification based on the Hardy scale) for two similar brain subregions: Anterior Cingulate Cortex (Bromann Area 24) and Frontal Cortex (Brodmann Area 9). This dataset is composed of 192 samples: 84 Anterior Cingulate Cortex (ACC) and 108 Frontal Cortex (FC) samples for 56318 genes. For the purpose of the following comparisons, we used:
• the raw count dataset contained in the DaMiRseq SE object, which is a SummarizedExperiment object. The dataset is composed of 21363 pre-filtered genes (5 read counts in at least 60% of samples) and 40 samples (20 ACC and 20 FC) . A data frame with class and variables information is also present in SE. We used this dataset in Sections 2, 3, 4 and 5;
• the selected _ features dataset, which is a normalized expression dataset composed of 40 samples (20 ACC and 20 FC) and 7 pre-selected genes. We used it in Section 5, together with the df data frame, which contains class and variables information.
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The fraction of variance explained: comparison between the DaMiRseq method and the classical principal component analysis (PCA)
The DaMiR.SV function allows users to find an appropriate number of Surrogate Variables (SVs). The user can perform this task, by using the two popular methods [2, 3] implemented in the SVA package [4] or by selecting the original approach developed in the DaMiRseq package. Briefly, our approach consists in estimating the eigenvalues on the matix obtained weighting the genes associated with the latent variables and then, using these eigenvalues to calculate a surrogate value of the fraction of variance explained ("fve") as we would obtain by PCA. The "fve" is finally used to find the optimal number of SVs. Here we provided a comparison, with sample code, between the method implemented in DaMiRseq to calculate the fraction of variance explained and the classical PCA or singular value decomposition (SVD) approaches. We adapted the original SVA code to obtain the eigenvalues (uu$values):
library (DaMiRseq) library ( n.sv <-order(which(fve _ cumsum <= th _ fve), decreasing = TRUE) [1] n.sv
fve _ cumsum <-cumsum(round(uu _ val2,3)) n.sv <-order(which(fve _ cumsum <= th _ fve), decreasing = TRUE) [1] n.sv
Setting this high th _ fve threshold, we would obtain 27 important SVs by using uu _ val, while only 4 SVs by using uu _ val2.
In our opinion, the use of the fraction of the squared eigenvalues (uu _ val2) is more intuitive and practical (and possibly conservative) to set the th _ fve argument than using uu _ val. In fact, the user may lean towards setting an high threshold of th _ fve and select a high number of SVs to be used for data adjustment. Despite the user's purposes, this may result in an unintended, damaging overcorrection of the data. A high th _ fve through the fraction of the squared eigenvalues typically results in a low number of selected SVs. Conversely, the selection of a higher number of SVs could be harmful especially when experimental metadata are not available or incomplete and users cannot evaluate the relationship between each returned SV with any secondary effects of interest. Note. Since the fraction of the squared eigenvalues, i.e. uu _ val2, does not exactly corre- # correlations between SVs (fve vs. leek)
# correlations between SVs (fve vs. be)
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The method implemented in DaMiRseq identified 5 important SVs, whereas 1 and 6 SVs has been selected, respectively, by "leek" and "be" SVA methods. For each approach, we have also correlated each SV with known variables (center, sex, age, death and class):
• "fve" method: the fifth SV is significantly correlated with the variable "center", which is considered a confounding variable that we wish to correct. The other four SVs can, instead, capture an unknown source of variation (see Figure 3 );
• "leek" method: the unique SV found is not related with any known variable (see Figure 4 ). As expected, the SV identified is highly correlated with the first SV identified by DaMiRseq (ρ = 0.99);
• "be" method: the fifth SV is highly correlated with the variable "sex", which is a biologial variable that we do not wish to adjust for (see Figure 5 ). The SVs identified are highly correlated with the first five SVs identified by DaMiRseq (ρ ranges 0.82 to 1) . The SVA "be" method identified 6 SVs (shown as numbers from 1 to 6); the fifth SV is significantly correlated with the "sex" variable.
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The use of the aforementioned methods produced slightly different results. Despite all three methods relying on a factor-based approach, the number and the quality of SV identified by the "fve", "leek" or "be" methods may, in fact, differently affect data adjustment. Users can notice that only our weighted "fve" method, a natural extension of SVA, captured the unwanted effect due to the sample collection "center" by the fifth SV. The "center" effect bias is often observed when samples are gathered at different collection sites and it could be very useful to take it into account for an appropriate data adjustment. The "leek" method returned only one SV and seems to be the most stringent among the three approaches. We commend the "leek" method and it is maybe the most appropriate when the user is unaware of the presence of putative technical or biological biases that may affect the dataset. Its conservative approach, in fact, may prevent a damaging overcorrection of the data. Among the 6 SVs returned by the "be" method, none of them correlated with "center" but the fifth SV significantly correlated with the variable "sex". Again, it is important that the user carefully evaluates if the biological variable needs to be adjusted to prevent an inappropriate removal of secondary signals of interest. Users may use diagnostic plots as produced by DaMiR.Allplot to test the effect of each data normalization/adjustment approach and make the most thoughtful choice.
General note on normalization procedure. We implemented a data normalization procedure that integrates two key steps, namely data transformation and data adjustment. Our choice to combine the feature of VST (or rlog) and SVA was prompted by two main reasons. First, most of the machine learning methods developed for feature selection and classification rely on assumptions about data structure and distribution that are violated by the digital count data as they are produced by RNA-seq technology. Moreover, RNA-seq data suffer from gene-expression variance dependency over the mean, presenting, in particular, an overdispersion when the mean of count data is low. The use of VST (or rlog) seems to be an efficient solution to remove the variance-mean dependency and transform data from discrete (RNA-seq counts) to continuous (microarray-like object). The effect is that data transformation changes the original data distribution enabling the implementation of a wide variety of machine learning algorithms that fits new data structure. Notably, some authors suggest that normalization procedures might more decisively affect differential expression analysis but have a lower impact on classification accuracy [5] . In fact, VST seems to provide good results for the classification of RNA-seq data [6] . See also the work of Love et al. [7] for the concept of VST transformation on RNA-seq data and documentation pages by ?varianceStabiliz ingTransformation.
Second, the use of data transformation alone, or of other global normalization methods, does not guarantee to properly adjust the systematic data heterogeneity which typically occurs with high-dimensional data [8, 9, 10] . SVA is a factor-based approach that have been demonstrated to effectively increase the ability to identify specific signals in high-dimensional data [11, 12] . Interestingly, our SVA adaptation, i.e. the "fve" method, seems to outperform, at least in certain settings, the original method implemented in the SVA package. We also included in DaMiRseq helper functions to easily draw diagnostic plots that help the user to evaluate the efficacy of the normalization method for a given dataset. Overall, in our experience, the normalization procedure we implemented, which couples data transformation and SVA, works well in practice in most of RNA-seq datasets. However, we wish to clarify that the normalization step through DaMiR.normalization is not strictly mandatory. Due to the modular nature of the DaMiRseq package, the user may implement alternative or customized normalization methods out of DaMiRseq and then continue performing "feature selection" and "classification" with DaMiRseq without any constraints. There are several tools that a user may use to explore data (i.e. structure and distribution)
Supplementary Data: DaMiRseq-an R/Bioconductor package for data mining of RNA-Seq data: normalization, feature selection and classification along with the effect of alternative normalization methods. We mention, among others, the R package Normalizer [13] and the R/Bioconductor packages EDASeq [14] , MLSeq, edgeR [15] , limma [16] and quantro [17] .
The Feature Selection step
Transcriptional biomarker discovery is cost-effective if genomic features consist of small sets that accurately predict the response variable (i.e. class). Noise features that are not truly associated with the primary effect of interest usually lead to a worsening of model accuracy. Feature selection is, thus, a fundamental step when researchers face high-dimensional data. Unfortunately, many algorithms that perform feature selection, especially those based on filtered, wrapped or embedded methods [18, 19] , demand heavy computational resources and may result in inefficient execution time on common work stations. In this context, we implemented a customized three step procedure to remove those features that bear irrelevant or redundant information and select a small set of predictors in a time-saving fashion. We ran our code on an esa core CPU (2.40 GHz, 16 GB RAM) and 64 bit Operating System but it may also work on less performing machines. Overall, the feature selection technique implemented in our package does not alter the original representation of the variables, but simply selects a subset of them. Our procedure sequentially includes (1) the backward variable elimination in Partial Least Squares (bve-PLS) method, followed by (2) the removal of highly correlated features and by (3) ranking and (4) selecting the most informative ones. bve-PLS belongs to the wrapper methods based on a supervised learning approach, where an iterative model fitting is wrapped within the variable search algorithm. This algorithm picks sets of informative variables and assesses each subset by fitting a model to the subset variable. bve-PLS implements a deterministic search algorithm that presents some interesting advantages when facing high-dimensional data. It reduces the risk of overfitting, has few tuning parameters and, more importantly, it needs less computational effort compared to other wrapper methods [20] . To tune the number of principal components (PCs) that are required by the bve _ pls function that is embedded into the DaMiR.FSelect, we customized the code in order to automatically find, by PCA, those PCs that correlate (over a certain threshold defined by the user through the th.corr argument) with respect to class. 
Comparison with other feature selection methods
To test the robustness of our approach, we provide herein a comparison with a wrapped approach based on a random forest algorithm, which is frequently used as an effective method for feature selection. For this purpose, we employ the rfe function of the caret package that displays, for random forest method, a similar computational time as for DaMiRseq. Comparison is made on DaMiRseq SE sample data. Since the rfe function does not work on raw counts, we need to normalize them before proceeding.
## load DaMiRseq and caret packages:
library ( Here, we still obtain an high prediction accuracy but with consistently fewer (i.e. 4) number of variables. We can also compare our implementation with a different feature selection method by the same rfe function of the caret package. This time we used a Naïve Bayes based algorithm on the same sample data but setting the function=nbFuncs within the rfeControl function to select the correct method. We aknowledge that this method requires more time to be executed.
# set Na\"{i}ve Bayes method:
set.seed (12345) control <-rfeControl(functions=nbFuncs, method="cv", number=5)
# run the recursive feature elimination (RFE) algorithm:
results <-rfe(x=as.data.frame(t(assay(data _ adjust))), y=colData(data _ adjust)$class, The Naïve Bayes approach returns 6 predictors that display high prediction accuracy. However, also in this case, they do not surmount the result obtained by DaMiRseq.
Although we do not have the presumption of having covered, herein, the full range of options to perform feature selection on high-dimensional data, we believe that the DaMiRseq feature selection procedure returns, in a time-saving fashion, robust predictors comparable (or even superior) to those obtained by other popular methods.
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The Classification
Step
The DaMiRseq Stacking algorithm
In this section, we describe the statistical learning strategy, we implemented to tackle binary classification problems, called "Stacking", which is a way of combining the outputs of multiple classifiers. At the end of this procedure, a decision rule (i.e. a meta-learner) is built. As currently, there is no gold standard for creating the best rule to combine predictions [21] , we decided to implement a framework that relies on the "weighted majority voting" approach [22] . In particular, our method estimates a weight for 6 different weak classifiers, based on their own accuracy, and then use these weights, together with predictions, to fine-tune the decision rule. The weak classifiers used are: the Random Forest (RF), the Naïve Bayes (NB), the Support Vector Machines (SVM), the 3-Nearest Neighbours (3kNN), the Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) and the Logistic Regression (LR). Briefly, first a training set (TR1) and a test set (TS1) are generated by "Bootstrap" sampling. Then, sampling again from subset TR1, another pair of training (TR2) and test set (TS2) were obtained. TR2 is used to train RF, NB, SVM, 3kNN, LDA and LR classifiers, whereas TS2 is used to test their accuracy and to calculate weights (w) by formula:
Accuracy classif ierj
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The higher the value of w i , the more accurate is the classifier. The performance of the meta-learner (labelled as "Ensemble") is evaluated by using TS1. The decision rule of the meta-learner is made by a linear combination of the products between weigths (w) and binary (0 or 1) predictions (P r) of each classifier; for each sample k, the prediction is computed by:
P r (k,Ensemble) ranges from 0 (high probability to belong to one class) to 1 (high probability to belong to the other class); predictions close to 0.5 have to be considered as made by chance. This process is repeated several times to assess the robustness of the set of predictors used.
This procedure is implemented in the DaMiR.EnsembleLearning function, where fSample.tr, fSample.tr.w and iter arguments allow algorithm tuning.
The classification step: comparison with other methods
We decided to compare the classification step of DaMiRseq with MLSeq package, which is, to our knowledge, the unique tool that takes RNA-seq count data as input and performs a classification analysis. In particular, MLSeq allows performing:
• several normalizations of the counts data, by wrapping the functions of DESeq2 , edgeR and limma packages;
• a learning procedure, using both native R fuctions and from the caret package.
Since MLSeq lacks a feature selection step, we employed the selected _ features dataset included into the DaMiRseq package. To perform a right comparison, we implemented the same "bootstrap" strategy to split training and test sets upstream of the MLSeq method.
The DaMiRseq implementation
Below, we show the basic code to perform the classification procedure with DaMiRseq: The accuracy of the DaMiRseq meta-learner, accross 100 of iteration, is 96.3 ± 5.3.
The MLSeq implementation
Below, the code to perform a 'comparable' classification procedure with MLSeq is reported. We wrote a detailed and extensive code to ensure that users may exactly reproduce our comparative analysis.
First of all, we have to load the dataset and make the data usable for MLSeq:
library ( patt _ cl1 <-paste(c("^", levels(classes) [1] , "$"), sep = "",collapse = "") patt _ cl2 <-paste(c("^", levels(classes) [2] , "$"), sep = "",collapse = "")
Supplementary Data: DaMiRseq-an R/Bioconductor package for data mining of RNA-Seq data: normalization, feature selection and classification Now, we can implement a "bootstrap" procedure to define the training and the test sets accross several (here, 100) iterations. This "bootstrap" strategy is the same one adopted in the DaMiR.EnsembleLearning function. Finally, we calculated the mean accuracy reached accross the iterations. We also set the same "seed" (123) in order to have the same sampling. All methods implemented in MLSeq, except for "svmBag" (it returns an Execution Error), have been tested.
set.seed (123) for ( 
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